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Prospects for laser cooling of polyatomic molecules with increasing complexity
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Optical cycling transitions and direct laser cooling have recently been demonstrated for a number of alkaline-

earth dimers and trimer molecules. This is made possible by diagonal Franck-Condon factors between the

vibrational modes of the optical transition. Achieving a similar degree of cooling to microkelvin equivalent

kinetic energy for larger polyatomic molecules, however, remains challenging. Since polyatomic molecules

are characterized by multiple degrees of freedom and have a correspondingly more complex structure, it is

far from obvious whether there exist polyatomic molecules that can repeatedly scatter photons. Here, we

propose chemical substitution approaches to engineer large polyatomic molecules with optical cycling centers

(OCCs) containing alkaline-earth oxide dimers or acetylenic alkaline-earth trimers (i.e., M−C ≡ C) connected

to (CH)n chains or fullerenes. To validate the OCC-character of the selected molecules, we performed electronic

structure calculations of the equilibrium configuration of both ground and excited potential energy surfaces,

evaluated their vibrational and bending modes, and corresponding Franck-Condon factors for all but the most

complex molecules. For fullerenes, we have shown that OCCs based on M−C ≡ C can perform better than those

based on alkaline-earth oxide dimers. In addition, for heavier polyatomic molecules it might be advantageous to

attach two OCCs, thereby potentially doubling the photon scattering rate and thus speeding up cooling rates.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.2.013384

I. INTRODUCTION

Laser cooling in atomic and molecular physics is the

term used to indicate methods to slow and even trap gaseu-

ous atoms with the forces generated by the absorption and

emission of laser photons, typically in the visible part of

the radiation spectrum [1]. Nowadays, it is routinely used

to cool and trap alkali-metal, alkaline-earth, noble-gas, and,

most-recently, the heavy magnetic lanthanide atoms [2–8].

Temperatures well below one millikelvin at number densities

between 109 and 1015 atoms per cubic centimeter are reached

[9,10]. Select other atomic species in the periodic table,

notably chromium [11], have also been laser cooled. Research

with these ultracold atomic samples has led to the simulation

of exotic phases in quantum-degenerate gases [12], a novel

generation of optical atomic clocks [13], atom sources for

nanofabrication [14], matter-wave interferometry [15], and

the development of other sensitive detectors [16].

Extremely low atomic temperatures down to a few

nanokelvin combined with the presence of magnetic Fano-

Feshbach resonances [17,18] have allowed the efficient cre-

ation of samples of di-atomic alkali-metal molecules, by bind-

ing two of these atoms together [19]. Recently, direct Doppler

cooling (the oldest of all means of light-based cooling [20])
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of SrF, CaF, YbF, and YO dimers was demonstrated [21–25].

This success is associated with diagonal Franck-Condon fac-

tors (FCFs) [26] on an allowed optical transition between two

electronic potentials. Diagonal FCFs ensure that vibrational

state v of an excited diatomic electronic potential decays by

spontaneous emission to the vibrational state v
′ = v of the

ground electronic potential with near unit probability, once

the rotational levels of the ground and excited electronic states

have been carefully chosen based on the selection rules of the

electric dipole transition. The nearly closed two-level system

can absorb and emit thousands of photons per molecule to

achieve cooling. The remaining spontaneous decay populates

unwanted states such as other vibrational and hyperfine states

of energetically lower potentials.

Over the past decades spectroscopic studies of polyatomic

molecules consisting of an alkaline-earth metal (M) and a lig-

and (L) have attracted particular attention after the discovery

of their peculiar ionic chemical bond [27–35]. High-resolution

laser-spectroscopy experiments on CaOH (and CaOD) [30]

and SrOH (and SrOD) [36] were the first to deduce the strong

ionic character of metal-hydroxide bonds. More recently, this

led to suggestions of efficient optical cycling and laser cooling

of these polyatomic molecules published in two conference

proceedings [37,38]. The authors of Ref. [39] measured FCFs

near unity for transitions in the linear SrOH molecule and sug-

gested that this molecule should be able to scatter thousands of

photons before transitioning into unwanted vibrational states.

The first optical cycling and radiation pressure for polyatomic

molecules (SrOH) was introduced in Ref. [40]. Theoretically,

this idea was further investigated in Refs. [41,42]. Within

a year optical cycling in SrOH was observed by Doyle’s

group [43]. In this experiment, the transverse temperature
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of a cryogenic SrOH molecular beam was reduced in one

dimension by two orders of magnitude to 750 µK by laser

cooling. Recently, the same group succeeded in laser cooling

of polyatomic YbOH to temperature below 600 µK [44]. This

molecule is expected to have an exceptionally high sensitivity

to physics beyond the Standard Model [45]. For such promise

of sensitivity to be observable large numbers of YbOH are

required. In this context, it is worth nothing that Ref. [46]

developed a method that improves the yield of YbOH by using

laser light to excite a metal atom precursor.

Few polyatomic systems actually have cycling transitions,

now called optical cycling center (OCC) as the relevant

transition is localized at a single bond or even on a single

atom within the molecule. In this paper, OCCs describe

compact quantum functional objects, which can repeatedly

experience laser excitation and spontaneous decay, while

being well isolated from its environment. They can be at-

tached to either large ligand-molecules or to even ligand-

surfaces allowing trapping and cooling of chemically diverse

species. So far, only (M)-monohydroxides and larger (M)-

monoalkoxide molecules with metallic atom M given by

Ca, Sr, Ba, or Yb have been suggested as good candidates

[41,45]. It is now highly desirable to identify other classes of

polyatomic molecules with OCCs. The essential property of

polyatomic molecules with OCCs is the nonbonding s electron

of the alkaline-earth (AE) or rare-earth (RE) atom within the

molecule being removed from the bonding region by orbital

hybridization [47], leading to highly diagonal FCFs. This

property is not strongly dependent on the type of functional

group bound to the metal atom [41,42]. Our recent research on

electronic, vibrational, and rotational structure of both ground

and excited states of the SrOH molecule [48] allowed us to

gain a quantitative understanding of the localized OCC near

its Sr atom.

In this paper, we show that two approaches to engineer

polyatomic molecules of increasing complexity with usable

OCCs exist. This engineering approach may have wider tech-

nological applications [49,50]. First, following [41,51] we

replace the hydrogen atom in Ca-O-H by a larger ligand,

molecules or chains of molecules, that, as we will show, do

not significantly disturb the valence electron of the metal-

cation Ca-O bond so that optical cooling remains possible.

In particular, we examine the increasing complexity of the

electronic structure and its effect on the optical cycling tran-

sitions in the family of molecules Ca-O-(CH2)n-CH3, where

n = 1 or 2. Second, we describe a next generation of candi-

date molecules, one with two OCCs attached to the ligand,

with the goal to double the cooling force. Finally, we inves-

tigate the attachment of OCCs to exohedral and endohedral

fullerene molecules. We compare results for two OCCs, i.e.,

the strontium acetylenic carbon chain Sr-C ≡ C and strontium

oxide Sr-O.

II. OPTICAL CYCLING CENTERS IN THE

Ca-O-(CH2 )n-CH3 MOLECULAR FAMILY

In this section, we study the optical cycling transi-

tion and other molecular properties of the family of poly-

atomic molecules Ca-O-(CH2)n-CH3, where n = 1 or 2.

These molecules are characterized by the replacement of the

TABLE I. Equilibrium separations for the Ca-O bond in the CaO-

R molecular family for the electronically ground X and excited A and

B states.

Ca-O separation

(10−10 m) X A B

CaOH 1.974 1.958 1.976

CaO-CH3 1.972 1.953 1.968

CaO-CH2CH3 1.974 1.954 1.972

CaO-(CH2)2CH3 1.973 1.953 1.974

hydrogen atom in CaOH by a larger ligand [52]. We per-

formed electronic structure calculation of these molecules

using density functional theory (DFT) within the GAUSSIAN09

program [53]. The correlation-consistent polarized valence

triple-zeta (cc-pVTZ) basis for the Ca atom and Dunning’s

augmented with additional diffuse functions (aug-cc-PVTZ)

basis for the H, C and O atoms have been used. The cal-

culations include geometry optimization of ground and ex-

cited states using time-independent and time-dependent DFT,

respectively. In both cases the spin-unrestricted WB97XD

functional is employed. We computed electronic potentials

near their equilibrium geometry as well as permanent and

transition electric dipole moments. For example, Table I lists

the Ca-O bond separations in the optimized structure of the

ground X and lowest two excited states, denoted A and B,

respectively, of four Ca-O-R molecules. We first observe that

the bond lengths, regardless the complexity of the molecule or

electronic excitation, agree within ≈1%. Secondly, the Ca-O

bond lengths for the X and B states are consistently larger

than those for the A state, and, in fact, the separations for the

X and B states agree to better than 0.2%. As we will show this

ultimately leads to more diagonal FCFs for the X-B transition

than for the X-A transition. The bond lengths for CaO-CH3

are always smallest.

Next, we compare oscillator strengths or intensities [26]

of electronic transitions from the ground X(0,0,0) vibrational

normal mode to vibrational normal modes (v1, v2, v3) of the

excited A and B states of CaO-R molecules. By the notation

(0,0,0) and (v1, v2, v3), inherited from the CaOH trimer, we

describe the quantum numbers for the normal modes asso-

ciated with the Ca-O stretch, Ca-O-C bend, and O-C stretch

of the ground and excited states, respectively. Here, C is the

carbon atom of ligand R directly bound to the CaO fragment.

In the Ca-O-R series the normal mode of the X state with the

lowest vibrational energy is associated with the Ca-O-C bend

motion. For example, for Ca-O-CH3 the vibrational energy

equivalent in the Ca-O-C bend is 147 cm−1. The next, larger

frequency for Ca-O-CH3 is 475 cm−1 and associated with

the Ca-O stretching mode. The O-C stretching mode is much

higher in energy, with energy equivalent 1187 cm−1. The

normal mode energies remain similar with increasing size of

R, but tend to decrease in energy.

We find that most of transitions between ground- and

excited-state normal modes that have significant Franck-

Condon factors are associated with (v1, v2, v3) = (0, 0, 0)

mode and to a lesser degree for v1 > 0 levels in the Ca-O

stretch of the A or B excited state. Transitions to O-C stretch

modes with v3 > 0 have Franck-Condon factors on the order
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FIG. 1. Left panel: Simulation of line intensities as functions of laser wavelength from the X(0,0,0) ground vibrational state to vibrational

levels of the A(0,0,0) and B(0,0,0) electronic states for CaOH, CaO-CH3, CaO-CH2-CH3, and CaO-(CH2)2-CH3. We assume that each

transition contributes a Gaussian with height equal to its line strength and a full width at half maximum (FWHM) width of 3 nm, typical of

widths observed in Ref. [51]. Right panels: Franck-Condon factors (a), oscillator strengths (b), and permanent dipole moments in Debye (c) for

the relevant transitions in CaOH, CaO-CH3, CaO-CH2-CH3, and CaO-CH2-CH2-CH3. In panels (a) and (b) blue and red curves correspond to

the cycling transition from the X(0,0,0) to A(0,0,0) and X(0,0,0) to B(0,0,0) vibrational levels, respectively. In panel (c) the black, blue, and

red curves are permanent dipole moments for the X(0,0,0), A(0,0,0), and B(0,0,0) levels, respectively.

of 0.05 out of 1.0. Franck-Condon factors for transitions

from the ground X(0,0,0) state to the A or B normal modes

associated with internal vibrational motion of R are negligibly

small (e.g., <0.0001). The same goes for electronic transitions

involving excitations within the R fragments, they are higher

in energy than electronic excitations localized on the OCC.

The effect of a change in rotational state of the molecules on

the transition dipole moment can simply be computed with

angular momentum algebra.

The left panel of Fig. 1 shows simulated spectra in the

visible wavelength domain near the optical-cycling transitions

for CaOH and increasing molecular complexity of Ca-O-

(CH2)n-CH3. The molecules have a single optical center.

The excitation spectra are obtained from electronic transition

oscillator strengths in the double-harmonic approximation

using the eZspectrum program [54]. The stick-like spectra

have been convoluted with a unit-normalized Gaussian func-

tion to obtain smooth curves. Several observations can be

made. The first is that transition frequencies and oscillator

strengths for the X-A and X-B transitions only slightly change

along the CaO-R series. In other words, the complexity of

the ligand does not significantly affect the transition. The

shift in transition frequency, however, is large compared to

their natural linewidth and can be readily resolved. Secondly,

one line for the X-A and X-B transitions dominates with

smaller features appearing at smaller wavelengths. The peaks

of smaller intensity between 650 and 660 nm that appear

between the two largest peaks shown in the left panel of Fig. 1

originate from transitions from the X(0,0,0) to normal modes

of the electronic-exited states associated with the Ca-O stretch

[A(1,0,0) or for longer R chains with Ca-O stretch and bend

modes, such as A(1,1,0)].

The small number of strong lines in Fig. 1 reflect the diag-

onal nature of the Franck-Condon factor. These observations

are made quantitative in the right panel of Fig. 1. The figure

shows our values for the Franck-Condon factors, oscillator

strengths, and permanent dipole moments between vibrational

modes X(0,0,0), A(0,0,0), and B(0,0,0). The Franck-Condon

factors are close to one but decreasing with complexity indi-

cating that longer chains of ligands do change the coupling

between Ca and O and make cooling less efficient. The B

state is more favorable for laser cooling. The FCF values for

the X to B state are nearly the same for all four molecules.

The permanent dipole moment can be used to calculate the

infra-red transition strength between vibrational states of the

same electronic potential. It also is a measure of the electron

distribution in the bond between Ca and O. In principle, the

X-B transition can be followed by spontaneous emission to

the A state. This can reduce the efficiency of the cooling

process in addition to the efficiency reduction due to the

breakdown of diagonality between the X(0,0,0) and B(0,0,0)

states. A simple estimate, however, shows that the rate of such

transitions is 103 times smaller than those for decay to the X

state. Spontaneous emission rates are proportional to ω3d2,

where ω is the transition frequency and d is the transition

dipole moment. The dipole moments for the B to A and B to X

transitions are similar in magnitude. The transition frequency

for the B to A transition, however, is ten times smaller than

that for the B to X transition.

Finally, we have compared our theoretical values of FCFs

for the CaOH and CaOCH3 molecules shown in Fig. 1(b)

with recent experimental measurements of FCFs for the X-A

transition in Ref. [51]. The agreement between the numbers

is 3% and 5%, respectively. This is quite satisfactorily, but a

possible explanation for the disagreement is the absence of

spin-orbit interactions in our formalism.

III. TWO OPTICAL CYCLING CENTERS IN THE

Ca-O-(CH2 )n-CH3-O-Ca(Sr) MOLECULAR FAMILIES

For heavier molecules it can be advantageous to attach two

OCCs, thereby possibly doubling the photon scattering rate.
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TABLE II. Oscillator strengths and Franck-Condon factors (FCF) for the fundamental X(0,0,0)-

A(0,0,0) and X(0,0,0)-B(0,0,0) transitions in two optical-center compounds CaOCa and MO-R-OM′. For

CaO-(CH2)2-OSr columns labeled Sr and Ca indicate the atom that is predominantly excited.

OCC complex X-A X-B

Osc. strength FCF Osc. strength FCF

CaOCa 0.493 0.530 0.403 0.936

CaO-(CH2)2-OCa 0.468 0.93 0.400 0.990

Sr Ca Sr Ca Sr Ca Sr Ca

CaO-(CH2)2-OSr 0.226 0.296 0.879 0.919 0.283 0.149 0.929 0.992

The two optical centers M and M′ are expected to cycle pho-

tons almost independently as the bond to their oxygen atom

are (mostly) independent of each other. This independence is

more likely true when M and M′ are not the same species.

We can then use two lasers with distinct colors and, thereby,

increase the cooling force on multicenter molecules. When M

and M′ are the same atom and the symmetry of the molecule

is sufficiently high, we must consider hybridization of the

excited states as we cannot distinguish which center is excited.

This hybridization might be describable in terms of superra-

diance and bright and dark states. These assertions for large

molecules with one-, two-, or even more cooling centers are

all unverified and conjecture at this stage. In future research

we hope to supply answers to some of these questions. The

hybridization in symmetric two-center molecules that leads

to the doubling in line intensity can be explained as follows.

Each cycling center has both ground- and excited-electronic

states, |g〉 and |e〉, respectively. Two nearly degenerate ex-

cited molecular states, conveniently labeled by gerade (g)

and ungerade (u), exist. They are written as |φ(e)
g,u〉 = (|eg〉 ±

|ge〉)/
√

2 in the two separate-emitter basis. If there is no

coupling between the emitters |φ(e)
g,u〉, then the two states are

degenerate. With nonzero coupling, which is the case for our

molecules, the two levels are split. The ground-state wave

function in the same separate-emitter basis is |φ(g)〉 = |gg〉.
Then the electronic transition dipole moment 〈φ(g)|d|φ(e)

g,u〉 for

the bright gerade state is
√

2〈g|d|e〉 and zero for the dark

ungerade state. Consequently, the transition dipole moment

is amplified to 1.4 times that of a single emitter, and the Rabi

frequency is two times larger. The validity of this description

relies on symmetry within the molecule as well as the separa-

tion between the optical centers. With a small ligand the two

optical centers might be relatively close and share a dipole

moment.

Here, we focus on the family Ca-O-Ca, Ca-O-CH2-O-Ca,

and Ca-O-CH2-CH2-O-Ca molecules with two identical Ca

atoms or two different atoms (Ca and Sr) as the OCCs. In

Table II we list oscillator strengths and FCF values for the

fundamental vibrational transitions in X(0,0,0)-A(0,0,0) and

X(0,0,0)-B(0,0,0) electronic excitations for three molecules

MO-R-OM′ with two OCCs, where M is not necessarily equal

to M′. The data quantify the observations in Fig. 2. This figure

shows that cycling rates can indeed be increased with two op-

tical centers. In panel (a), we compare the theoretical spectrum

for the symmetric, Ca-O-Ca, where its cycling centers are

close together, with that of Ca-OH. The X(0,0,0) to A(0,0,0)

transition near 670 nm in the Ca-O-Ca spectrum has weakened

and several relatively strong features at shorter wavelengths

are visible. They are due to bending modes in the A state. On

the other hand, the X(0,0,0) to B(0,0,0) transition near 650 nm

has remained nearly diagonal but has shifted to significantly

longer wavelengths. In fact, its line intensity has doubled

compared to the same transition in CaOH. The transition can

be thus used as a cycling center. Panel b) compares theoretical

spectra for Ca-O-CH3 and CaO-CH2-OCa. The two Ca atoms

in the latter molecule are much further apart than in Ca-O-Ca.

In this case the two spectra are far more similar and, crucially,
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FIG. 2. Theoretical excitation spectra for molecules with one

and two optical-cycling centers as functions of laser wavelength

assuming Gaussian line profiles with a FWHM width of 3 nm

as in Fig. 1. (a) compares the spectra for CaOH with that for

CaOCa. (b) compares Ca-O-CH2-CH3 with Ca-O-(CH2)2-O-Ca.

(c) shows the excitation spectrum for the asymmetric molecule Ca-

O-(CH2)2-O-Sr, where the X to A(Ca) and A to B(Sr) transitions are

degenerate within the width of the Gaussian line shape. In all panels,

transitions from X(0,0,0) to A(0,0,0) and B(0,0,0) are strongest.
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FIG. 3. Optimized geometries of the SrO and Sr-C ≡ C OCC derivatives of C60 and N@C60.

for both the X to A and X to B transitions have doubled in

strength. The FCF are also more diagonal.

In summary, the oscillator strength of the symmetric Ca-

O-Ca and Ca-O-(CH2)2-O-Ca are twice that of the single-

center Ca-O-R molecule. In case of the heteronuclear Ca-O-

(CH2)2-O-Sr with a corresponding simulated spectrum that is

shown in panel (c) of Fig. 2, there is no factor of two enhance-

ment in the oscillator strengths as the broken symmetry lifts

the degeneracy.

IV. EXOHEDRAL AND ENDOHEDRAL FULLERENES

WITH OCCS

In this section, we investigate the possibility of attaching

OCCs to one or two of the carbon atoms in an exohedral or en-

dohedral fullerene molecule C60 using chemical engineering

approaches [55]. The attraction of fullerenes lies in their rel-

atively simple electronic structure and high symmetry, which

might enable multiple applications [56–58]. For example, en-

dohedral fullerenes, those that encase a suitable atom, are can-

didates for building a quantum computer [58–64]. Reference

[59] has suggested that chains of endohedral fullerenes are

suitable for storing and manipulating quantum information.

Here, we computationally model a fullerene with or

without a caged N(4S) atom and with or without attached

acetylenic C ≡ C-Sr or metal-oxide O-Sr groups. These

groups have an OCC on the Sr atom. We study the cases

of either a single or a double group. The ground states of

endohedral N@C60 and N@C60-C ≡ C-Sr complexes are spin

quartet and sextet states, respectively, while both C60−C ≡
C-Sr and Sr-C ≡ C−C60−C ≡ C-Sr are spin triplets. The

fully spin polarized quintet for the double-OCC complex lies

E/hc = 3.3 cm−1 above the triplet state.

We perform geometry optimization and frequency calcu-

lations of normal modes for the electronic ground state of

these molecular systems using the spin-unrestricted Coulomb-

attenuated UCAM-B3LYP density functional within the DFT

approach. The atomic basis set 6-31G(d) is used for the

nonmetallic atoms while for Sr we use the effective core

potential ECP28MDF [65] along with the (6s6p5d)/[4s4p2d]

PP basis.

Figure 3 shows the optimized geometries of Sr-O and

Sr-C ≡ C -OCC derivatives of C60 and N@C60. We find that

the metal oxide OCC connected to C60 is not optimal as the

Sr atom bends towards the fullerene carbon shell, which has

unfavorably effects on the metal cycling center. On the other

hand, the acetylenic C ≡ C linker shown in the figure behaves

more favorably by being rigid and keeping the Sr cycling

center away from the carbon shell preventing extensive mix-

ing of Sr and C60 electron orbitals.

Electronic excited states and optical spectra in the visible

domain of OCC-containing fullerene complexes at the op-

timized geometry of the electronic ground state have been

computed using time-dependent DFT. For all complexes the

lowest 30 roots have been selected for the diagonalization

of the electronic Hamiltonian. The calculations provide ex-

citation energies along with oscillator strengths for electric-

dipole-allowed transitions between ground and excited states.

In Table III, we list permanent dipole moments for the

C60-OCC compounds along with the oscillator strengths for

the major electronic transitions visible in the spectra shown in

Fig. 4. The large dipole moments for the C60-OCC complexes

are due to the larger separation between center of mass and

center of charge in these complexes. The calculated spec-

tra, constructed from these transition energies and oscillator

strengths, for single- and double-OCC derivatives of the C60

are shown in Fig. 4(a), while the spectrum for the single-

OCC derivative of N@C60 is shown in Fig. 4(b). For all

complexes two transitions are dominant. They correspond to

the X → A and X → B transitions, respectively. The line

intensities of the double-OCC derivative are approximately

twice as large as that for the single-OCC derivative again due

to the effects of superradiance. The spectrum for N@C60 is

qualitatively similar to the equivalent structure without the

nitrogen atom, although the wavelengths of the X → A and

X → B transitions have shifted towards higher energies.

To better analyze the laser cooling properties of fullerenes

we determined natural transition orbitals (NTOs) of the elec-

tronic transitions with significant oscillator strengths. NTOs

for optimized geometries of the electronic ground state of

C60−C ≡ C-Sr and Sr-C ≡ C−C60−C ≡ C-Sr are shown in

panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 5, respectively. The NTOs of the

endohedral N@C60−C ≡ C-Sr are similar to those shown in

panel (a) and not shown for clarity. In all three cases, the Sr

atoms are kept away from the C60 by the rigid triple C ≡ C

TABLE III. Permanent dipole moments (µ) and oscillator

strengths for the fundamental X(0,0,0)-A(0,0,0) and X(0,0,0)-

B(0,0,0) transitions in one and two optical-center compounds of C60.

OCC-C60 complex µ / Debye Osc. Strength

X-A X-B

C60-C ≡ C-Sr 5.85 0.169 0.203

N@C60-C ≡ C-Sr 6.82 0.166 0.227

Sr-C ≡ C-C60-C ≡ C-Sr 0.00 0.295 0.422
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FIG. 4. (a) Optical absorption spectra for spin triplet C60−C ≡
C-Sr (dark red) and Sr-C ≡ C−C60−C ≡ C-Sr (yellow), single and

double OCC derivatives of C60, respectively. (b) Absorption spec-

trum for the spin sextet OCC C ≡ C-Sr derivative of N@C60. In

both panels, a 3-nm FWHM broadening of the stick spectrum of

calculated oscillator strengths is applied.

alkyne bonds and the complex forms a quasi-linear molecule.

This results in the preservation of the OCC as one can note

from the figure. The NTOs participating in the electronic

transition relevant to optical cycling are mostly localized on

the Sr atom. There are tiny contributions, visible on the C

atom of the C ≡ C linker from the π orbitals of the triple bond

and for the double OCC case (panel b) a tiny contribution in

the X → B(Sr) transition from the C60 shell. This property

makes the C ≡ C-Sr OCC center a promising candidate for

the purpose of laser cooling of fullerenes. In contrast, we find

that replacing the triple-bonded C ≡ C with a single oxygen

atom causes the Sr atom to bend towards the electron-rich

C60 as already shown in Fig. 3. This behavior destroys the

separation of the metal of OCC from the polyatomic fragment

and destruction of the laser cooling scheme.

Finally, we would like to highlight the challenges associ-

ated with laser cooling of large molecules. Increasing the mass

of the molecule also increases the number of scattered photons

required to reach the same change in temperature or momen-

tum. Hence, non-laser-based cooling techniques will remain

an essential ingredient in cooling of heavy molecules. There is

also the potential of stimulated optical forces with these large

molecules. For example, the bichromatic force has been used

to control SrOH [66] and CaF [67]. A related technique, using

a mode-locked laser, has recently been demonstrated for Rb

atoms [68]. In addition, it might be possible to attach more

than two OCC centers to the fullerene cage. However, the

OCCs have to be spatially well separated in order to avoid

direct electronic interactions between them that could destroy

their independent laser cycling activity. Also, the linker should

be rigid, as in the case of the C ≡ C linker, in order to prevent

bending of the OCC.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown strong evidence that optical cycling can

be achieved in quite complex molecules containing metal-

lic alkaline-earth atoms, Ca or Sr, connected to O-(CH)n

chains or to C ≡ C−C60 as indicated by the strongly diagonal

Franck-Condon factors. We have determined the degree to

which the OCCs of the studied molecules have the requisite

diagonal Franck-Condon factors by performing electronic

structure calculations near the equilibrium configuration of

multi-dimensional ground and excited potential energy sur-

faces and evaluating their vibrational and bending modes. We

find that the OCC attached to the polyatomic molecules of

increasing complexity and number of normal modes retains

its character necessary for the laser cooling. The increase

of normal modes doesn’t significantly disturb the two-level

FIG. 5. Natural transition orbitals (shown as the red/green isosurfaces at ±0.02, respectively) associated with X → A(Sr) and X →
B(Sr) electronic excitations for (a) the C60−C ≡ C-Sr single-OCC, (b) the Sr-C ≡ C−C60−C ≡ C-Sr double-OCC derivatives. Gray spheres

connected by lines represent the location of the 62 or 64 carbon atoms. In all cases the transitions originate from the HOMO orbital mainly

described by the 5s orbital of the Sr atom(s) and end up in a natural orbital that corresponds to different orientations of a mainly 5p orbital of

Sr. For the X → A(Sr) transition, two nearly degenerate transitions exist.
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system with diagonal Franck-Condon factors, but there might

be some possibility for leaking to the bending normal modes

with increasing chain length. In addition, we have shown that

for heavier polyatomic molecules it can be advantageous to

attach two OCCs, thereby potentially doubling the photon

scattering rate and thus speeding up cooling rates.

We also demonstrated that the OCC can be attached to

aromatic molecules, such as the C60 fullerene, by a rigid

C ≡ C link that prevents strong interaction with the OCC

by keeping the metal center away from the delocalized π

electrons of the aromatic molecule. This kind of link also

retains the cycling properties of alkaline-earth atoms in the

endohedral N@C60 complex. This type of complexes is of

great interest as building blocks for a scalable fullerene-based

high-spin quantum registers of quantum computer [59].

We finish by mentioning some open questions that future

research could answer: what other types of metallic atom

and chains can be used? What chemical bond is necessary

to retain the beneficial photon scattering properties seen in

polyatomic molecules? Improving our understanding of the

photon cycling properties of the simplest molecules will also

elucidate OCCs and point toward the most promising paths

toward increasing molecular complexity.
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